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MONSTER  
CLOUD SOLUTIONS
Your end-to-end arsenal of custom 
recruitment tools

30% of recruiters believe the tools they’re using 
actually get in the way of doing their jobs. And 
only 6% say they even have the right tools to 
begin with.1 

What if you could increase recruitment ROI, reduce 
complexity, and find quality talent in the quantity you 
need—all with cloud-based efficiency?
With Monster Cloud Solutions, you have all your 
recruitment bases covered—sourcing better talent, 
matching talent to your open positions, and maximizing 
existing talent pools.  In other words:  you’ll boost your 
productivity and your ROI. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR EXISTING TALENT POOL
No matter where you sourced your resumes - from 
Monster, other job sites, social networks, referrals, 
or internal candidates - you can search them all in 
one place, using Monster’s 6Sense® semantic search 
technology. Instantly. 

UNDERSTAND THE LABOR MARKET
With data from your own talent pools, you can forecast, 
plan, and manage. 

COMMUNICATE WITH TALENT
Launch an email campaign with targeted messaging 
to reach active and passive candidates in your talent 
database. You can also add a follow-up campaign to 
maximize response, and review campaign response 
data for insights into candidate behavior. 

ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
Cover the full talent life cycle and every critical process in 
between - from recruiting to off-boarding - with a fully 
integrated, hosted talent management solution.

CUSTOM SITES & APPLICATIONS
Upgrade your career site experience and more with fully-
customizable sites and applications for candidates, 
employees and recruiters. We’ll work with you to produce 
the career site or matching services you need to stay 
ahead of your competition.
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For more information, call your Monster representative or 1-800-MONSTER x6333 today.

Only Monster offers clients an end-to-end, robust sourcing and talent management system, that allows clients 
to utilize Monster’s award winning 6Sense semantic search technology. 
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